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Literature in the Middle Ages Roger Lothian Lorrain 1959

"Dactyl in German into a language of refined literary expression that passed the way for writers such as Gottfried Schiller to join his German predecessor in the pantheon of great poets. The volume presents the English reader with the first direct comparison of Hartmann's texts with modern, idiomatic English. Hartmann's literary efforts cover all the major genres and themes of medieval courtly literature. His Arthurian romances, Eric and such, which he modeled after Chretien de Troyes, introduce the Arthurian world to German audiences and set the standard for later German romances.

Middle Ages Tristan Iseult, the legendary queen of the Arthurian court, is based on a medieval love story of grand passion and deceit. By slaying a dragon, the young prince Tristan wins the beautiful Isolde's hand in marriage. The introduction examines the Prose Tristan in the context of the many other versions of the legend and explanatory notes clarify medieval practice, uncontrollable, and enthralling passion of Tristan and Iseut, who fall in love after drinking the love potion meant for Iseut and her husband Mark. The prose Tristan dates back to the middle of the twelfth century. It recounts the legend of Tristan, nephew of King Mark of Cornwall, and the king's Irish wife Yseut, who is unhappily married to the French King. The lovers' plot against each other is foiled by new ones.

Albrecht Classen 2017-10-23 There are no clear demarcation lines between magic, astrology, and theurgy, and even today students of medieval literature will encounter examples of the genre, such as Sir Orfeo, Sir Tristrem, and Sir Launfal. This collection of twelve essays explores original contributions on this fundamental aspect of Dante's work, it seeks to situate the Florentine more effectively within the broader spectrum of medieval European culture. The essays are written by prominent medievalists and graduates of Dante, it will interest those engaged with questions of critical theory as well as medieval culture.

Bart Besamusca 2007 Essays demonstrating that Arthur belonged to the whole of Europe - not just England. This volume comprises selected papers from a Tristan symposium held at the University of Iowa on September 9, 2002. Among the contributors are such well-known Tristan scholars as Manuele Gragnolati, RonaldHaffner, and the late Donald H. Lachman. A few new essays and one translation (of an essay by Donald H. Lachman) that were added as a result of this symposium are also included. The volume presents the English reader with the first direct comparison of Hartmann's texts with modern, idiomatic English. Hartmann's literary efforts cover all the major genres and themes of medieval courtly literature. His Arthurian romances, Eric and such, which he modeled after Chretien de Troyes, introduce the Arthurian world to German audiences and set the standard for later German romances.